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Understanding the complexity of algorithmic
problems pertinent to equilibria in (finite) strate-
gic games is one of the most intensively studied
topics in Algorithmic Game Theory today. Much
of this research has focused on Nash equilibria,
the most influential equilibrium concept in Game
Theory. In the wake of the complexity results
for search problems about Nash equilibria, a se-
ries of breakthrough works [1,4] shows that, even
for two-player games, computing an (exact) Nash
equilibrium is complete for PPAD, a complexity
class to capture the computation of discrete fixed
points; so also is computing an approximate Nash
equilibrium.
In this work, we continue the study of the com-

plexity of decision problems about Nash equilib-
ria. The celebrated result of John Nash [7] shows
that every (finite) game admits a mixed Nash
equilibrium; so, it trivializes the decision problem
about the existence of (mixed) Nash equilibria,
while it simultaneously leaves open the complex-
ity of decision problems about the existence of
Nash equilibria with certain properties.
Gilboa and Zemel [6] were the first to

present complexity results (more specifically,
NP-hardness results) about mixed Nash equi-
libria (and correlated equilibria) for games rep-
resented in explicit form; they identified some
NP-hard decision problems about the existence
of (mixed) Nash equilibria with certain properties
for two-player strategic games. (For example, it is
NP-hard to decide if a game admits a Nash equi-
librium where each player receives utility above
some threshold.)
Much later, Conitzer and Sandholm [2,3] pro-

vided a very notable unifying reduction, hence-
forth abbreviated as CS-reduction, to show that
all decision problems from [6] and many more are
NP-hard. The CS-reduction [2,3] yields a two-
player game out of a CNF formula ϕ; it is then
shown that the game has a Nash equilibrium with
certain properties (in addition to some fixed pure
Nash equilibrium) if and only if ϕ is satisfiable.
Hence, deciding the properties is NP-hard.
The CS-reduction uses literals, variables and

clauses from the formula ϕ, together with a spe-
cial strategy f , as the strategies of each player.
The essence of the CS-reduction is that (i) both

players choosing f results in a pure Nash equilib-
rium, and (ii) a player could otherwise improve
(by switching to f) unless both players only ran-
domize over literals. More important, a Nash
equilibrium where both players only randomize
over literals is possible (and has certain proper-
ties) if and only if ϕ is satisfiable.
In this paper, we shall extend the work from

[2,3,6] to decision problems pertinent to ratio-
nality and irrationality properties of mixed Nash
equilibria. Recall that a Nash equilibrium is ra-
tional if all involved probabilities are rational and
otherwise it is irrational; so, a pure Nash equilib-
rium is rational but not viceversa. All two-player
games have only rational Nash equilibria, while
there are already known three-player games with
no rational Nash equilibrium (cf. [8]).
We introduce two new natural decision prob-

lems, denoted as ∃ RATIONAL NASH and ∃ IR-
RATIONAL NASH, respectively; these problems
ask whether or not there is a rational (resp., irra-
tional) Nash equilibrium1. Hence, both problems
∃ RATIONAL NASH and ∃ IRRATIONAL NASH
trivialize when restricted to two-player games but
become non-trivial for games with at least three
players. Since the CS-reduction [2,3] applies to
two-player games, it will not be directly appli-
cable to settling the complexity of ∃ RATIONAL
NASH and ∃ IRRATIONAL NASH.
To establish the NP-hardness of the problems

∃ RATIONAL NASH and ∃ IRRATIONAL NASH
we shall use two new suitable decision problems
that make no reference to rationality or irrational-
ity properties of Nash equilibria. These prob-
lems will be NASH-EQUIVALENCE and NASH-
REDUCTION, respectively, but yet witness ∃ RA-
TIONAL NASH and ∃ IRRATIONAL NASH, re-
spectively. Both problems receive as input a pair

of strategic games SG and ŜG with the same num-
ber of players r ≥ 2; they inquire about some mu-
tual properties of their Nash equilibria. We shall
use two distinct CS-like reductions with each si-
multaneously showing that both problems NASH-
EQUIVALENCE and ∃ RATIONAL NASH (resp.,
NASH-REDUCTION and ∃ IRRATIONAL NASH)

1We were inspired to study these problems by a corre-
sponding question posed by E. Koutsoupias to M. Yan-
nakakis during his Invited Talk at SAGT 2009.
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are NP-hard.
To the best of our knowledge, these complex-

ity results for ∃ RATIONAL NASH and ∃ IRRA-
TIONAL NASH are the first NP-hardness results
for a decision problem inquiring the existence of
a combinatorial object involving rational (resp.,
irrational) numbers; no such NP-hard problems
are listed in [5].
The problem NASH-EQUIVALENCE asks

whether the sets of Nash equilibria for the games

SG and ŜG coincide. Fixing ŜG to some gad-
get game yields the restricted problem NASH-

EQUIVALENCE(ŜG) with a single input SG.
Assume that (i) the set of Nash equilibria

for ŜG is a subset of those for SG and (ii) ŜG
has no rational Nash equilibrium, then SG may
have a rational Nash equilibrium if and only if

the set of Nash equilibria for SG and ŜG do
not coincide. So, the existence of a rational
Nash equilibrium for SG is a witness to the non-

equivalence of SG and ŜG under the given assump-

tions. So, if NASH-EQUIVALENCE(ŜG) is NP-
hard, then so is ∃ RATIONAL NASH. We show

that NASH-EQUIVALENCE(ŜG) is NP-hard for

an arbitrary but fixed strategic game ŜG. Fixing

ŜG to admit no rational Nash equilibrium yields
that ∃ RATIONAL NASH is NP-hard.
The problem NASH-REDUCTION asks whether

there is a Nash reduction from SG to ŜG. Roughly
speaking, a Nash reduction consists of a family
of surjective functions, one per player, mapping
the strategy set of each player in SG to the strat-

egy set of the same player in ŜG. Note that any
family of surjective functions induces a map from

mixed profiles for SG to mixed profiles for ŜG in
the natural way: probabilities to different strate-
gies of a player in SG that map to the same strat-

egy (of the player) in ŜG are added up. However,
a Nash reduction must, in addition, preserve at
least one Nash equilibrium: for any Nash equilib-

rium for ŜG, there must be a Nash equilibrium
for SG that maps to it.
Assume that (i) there is a Nash reduction from

SG to ŜG, and (ii) SG has only rational Nash equi-

libria. Then ŜG has at least one rational Nash
equilibrium. It follows from the contraposition

that, if ŜG has no rational Nash equilibrium, then
either (i’) there is no Nash reduction from SG to

ŜG or (ii’) SG has an irrational Nash equilibrium.
Hence, the inexistence of an irrational Nash equi-
librium for SG is a witness to the inexistence of
a Nash reduction from SG to ŜG. So, if NASH-

REDUCTION(ŜG) is NP-hard, then so is ∃ IRRA-
TIONAL NASH.
We show that NASH-REDUCTION(ŜG) is NP-

hard for a fixed strategic game ŜG which (a) is
constant-sum with sum r · u, (b) has a unique

Nash equilibrium which is (b/i) fully mixed and
in which (b/ii) the utility of each player is u. Fix-

ing the gadget ŜG so that, in addition, it admits
no rational Nash equilibrium yields that ∃ IRRA-
TIONAL NASH is NP-hard.

Both reductions yield a game SG = SG(ϕ) with
an arbitrary number of players r ≥ 2 inherited

from the gadget game ŜG; recall that the CS-
reduction yields a two-player game. Hence, the
resulting game may or may not have properties,
such as having a rational Nash equilibrium or hav-
ing an irrational Nash equilibrium, which two-
player games necessarily have or necessarily do
not have, respectively.

For each player, the special strategy f from
the CS-reduction [2,3] is replaced by the strate-

gies of the player in the gadget game ŜG. Two
features of the reduction are: (i) If all players

choose strategies as in a Nash equilibrium for ŜG,
the result is a Nash equilibrium for the resulting
game SG(ϕ). This implies that SG(ϕ) necessar-
ily has Nash equilibria with desirable properties
(such as irrationality), as opposed to necessarily
having a pure Nash equilibrium (in the case of
the CS-reduction). (ii) It still holds that a player
could otherwise improve (by switching to a strat-
egy from the gadget game) unless all players only
randomize over literals. More important, a ratio-
nal Nash equilibrium where all player only ran-
domize over literals is possible if and only if the
formula ϕ is satisfiable.

For each player, the special strategy f from the
CS-reduction [2,3] remains. A feature of the re-
duction is: (i) It still holds that a player could
otherwise improve (by switching to the special
strategy f) unless all players only randomize over
literals.

We use a surjective map from (disjoint) sets
of literals in ϕ to single strategies from the gad-

get game ŜG. This allows using utilities from the
gadget game to define utilities when all players
choose literals. (In the CS-reduction, these utili-
ties were identical for all players.)

So, if all players randomize over literals to in-

duce a Nash equilibrium σ̂ for ŜG, the result is a
profile σ for SG that preserves rationality (resp.,
irrationality) of σ̂. More important, σ is an (ir-
rational) Nash equilibrium for SG (and, hence,

there is a reduction from SG to ŜG) if and only if
the formula ϕ is satisfiable.
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